TRANSPORTATION.
It’s what we’re all about.
To understand just how NASSTRAC can put your business on the fast track, start right here…

We make your life easier.

ISN’T IT TIME YOU JOINED?
Learn more and join this exclusive group
of shippers today at nasstrac.org/memberbenefits.

We know you and your business.

NOW GET TO KNOW US.

Short for the National Shippers Strategic Transportation Council, NASSTRAC is THE association for transportation and
logistics professionals who manage freight across all modes.
We began in 1952 and today, NASSTRAC represents freight decision-makers who are mid- to upper-level
management across many industries, from manufacturers and retailers to wholesalers and distributors throughout
the U.S. Many industries are represented, including food and beverage, consumer goods, retail, manufacturing,
pharmaceutical and industrial products.
Whether you manage freight moving via truckload, LTL, parcel, rail, ocean or air, you’ll find value in belonging to
NASSTRAC. Membership offers resources to meet these challenges head on: rising costs of transportation, regulatory
issues, legislative decisions, securing adequate capacity for shipments, senior management education and more.

There’s no reason NOT
to join NASSTRAC.

Be a part of something

BIGGER.

Key Benefits
• NASSTRAC National Policy Agenda
• Advocacy Committee intelligence 		
and access
• Washington, D.C. fly-ins
• Recent filings to promote the goals
of the shipper

NASSTRAC is the voice of the shipper in opposing unwise or
excessively burdensome regulation that will negatively impact
your transportation or supply chain operations. As a member of
NASSTRAC, you’ll collectively communicate shipper concerns
with greater impact and at a lower cost than if each shipper
member acted alone.
Gain a feeling of satisfaction through the knowledge that you
are contributing to common-sense, pro-growth policies that will
facilitate safe and effective transportation, logistics and supply
chain operations and contribute to growing and strengthening
our national economy.

Think of NASSTRAC as access to

THE BEST OF
THE BEST.
In a word, it’s access. It has been said that relationships and reputations
can take years to build and only seconds to dash. In a marketplace tight
on capacity, you’ll build effective and long-term business relationships with
carriers and transportation executives of all modes. Personally knowing the
players in the industry will make a significant impact on your success, and
NASSTRAC facilitates productive relationships with such providers.

Key Benefits
• Annual Shippers 		
Conference & 			
Transportation Expo

We make your life easier by:

• Freight Resource Directory

• Creating an environment which is conducive to effective communication
between members, logistics providers and carriers.

• Carrier of the Year Award

• Helping you identify the best of the best in carrier performance and value.
• Strengthen your relationships with current carriers and source new ones at
our Annual Shippers Conference & Transportation Expo in a uniquely 		
intimate setting.

• Provider Relations 		
Committee intelligence
and access

HEAR IT
straight from the source.

You are focused on tangible ideas that will drive your business
forward, not theories and concepts that are far from reality.
Learn the most up-to-date trends, challenges and solutions from
the people who know it best. You’ll remain productive, improve
your skills and increase your knowledge of industry, legislative and
regulatory issues affecting your company’s supply chain.

Key Benefits
• Annual Shippers Conference & Transportation Expo
• Regional meetings
• Webinars
• Whitepapers
• NewsLink and E-Link newsletters
• Online news updates

Knowledge is

POWER.
There’s an old adage that says knowledge is power.
Trends that impact your company are crucial to
your short and long-term business plans, and being
informed empowers you to make better business
decisions. NASSTRAC serves as a relevant resource
that keeps you on the forefront of industry news and
hot topics. Use NASSTRAC resources to enhance your
decision-making effectiveness and educate your senior
management about the latest issues.

Key Benefits
• Contract templates
• Legal counsel
• NewsLink and E-Link newsletters
• Whitepapers and industry reports
• Access to other member perspectives

Discover how NASSTRAC can benefit you and your business.
Visit nasstrac.org/memberbenefits for more details.

